
Spelling 

New spellings have been given out today. Please learn these words for a spelling test next 
week. Extn: If you want, you could write out sentences using these spellings. 

 

 

Oak Class Homework Friday 23 November 

 

 

 
Good work Oak class, 

We have brought together all of our shape learning and had a very practical week of making shapes, using 

nets and identifying them by their properties. Each year group has moved forward with their own specific 

focus and stretched themselves with independent learning and practical investigations.  

In English, we have started our new story – The Crying Sunset. After discussing what the genre of story 

may be, the children decided that, with its lessons about the environment, it is a story or fable from another 

culture. Next week we will be exploring more of the features of this text and begin to change the details to 

make a class fable.   

For topic, we have begun to examine how our rides work, by looking at the science behind how circuits 

function. Next week we will be drawing circuits and then trying to understand the physics (gravity and 

centripetal forces) behind how our rides work. 

Values this term:      School –   Friendship      Christian – Love 

 

 

 

Home Learning   

 

Values 

 Think what you 

could do to show 

someone important 

in your life that you 

love them.  

E.g. write them a 

card or give them a 

hug or make them 

some breakfast. 

Have a go and see 

how they feel and 

you feel. 

 

 

English 

In response to the story, The Crying Sunset, we will be writing 

own fable. After we have created our narrative piece, we’ll move 

on to a non-fiction text – a discussion text.  

The focus of this text will relate to a key theme in The Crying 

Sunset – deforestation. For home learning, please research the 

subject of deforestation and the destruction of the forests.  

 

This home learning will aid the children in producing a quality 

piece of writing, starting with them developing their verbal skills 

in reasoning and delivering a fact based argument.  

Although this will not be the focus of learning next week, it will be 

in the near future… 

 

Well done to all those who created such amazing posters for your 

awesome rides. We look forward to sharing all with parents in a 

few weeks. Make sure you have your house point stickers! 


